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Field Crops Newsletter:
In General:
Apparently there are people outside the nine county
area I serve who occasionally read this letter; so I need to be
careful when I talk about our area’s relative good fortune in
getting at least enough rain to keep our crops “alive” this year.
There are of course exceptions, but most of the area has
received enough rain to carry corn to a hopeful harvest.
Cotton is blooming out the top almost everywhere, but we
have been blessed with rain in several cases just before it was
really too late. Soybeans have been stressed pretty hard a
couple of times, but I still hope for some fields that will reach
the twenty-five bushel per acre mark or maybe a little better. I
know we can still get in trouble on cotton and the later
soybeans, but we’ve come a lot further than I expected about
six weeks ago. As it stands today, I expect we will see cotton
and soybean yields off around 40 percent compared with the
last three years; corn will probably be down by 30 to 50
percent, depending on several factors. Many parts of
Mississippi and the nation will have a very poor crop this year,
with yield reductions of 60 percent and more. I doubt that our
crop will be anything to “write home about”; but at least we
have a hopeful situation. In agriculture, hope is about all
we’ve had lately anyway.
Cotton:

I am a little late getting around to this letter; but it’s
probably good that I am since the last few days have taken a
heavy toll on cotton. Had I written this ten days ago, I would
probably have been overly optimistic about cotton’s ability to
continue setting and filling bolls. From what I have seen this
week, I believe most of the early-planted cotton has done
about all it can for this year.
Even though fields have been in early cutout for two
weeks and more, I had hoped for rain and milder temperatures
to allow the crop to turn some of the upper fruit into bolls; but
high temperatures and drought stress have removed most of
the possibility for that. In many cases, cotton appears to have
begun to abort the recently-set fruit in order to salvage the
bolls that have already begun filling.
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There are apparent differences in varieties with
regard to drought and heat tolerance, fruit retention, and
overall climate adaptation. The larger plant types, which are
also somewhat later maturing, are generally tolerating stress
best, but we need to withhold judgement on this until we see
actual yields. Their improved growth is likely due to their
ability to produce more extensive roots that can access more
of the limited water supply. I encourage you to visit variety
trial locations in your area, and judge for yourself which
varieties are enduring this hardship best.
A visit to the eastern part of the Delta allowed me to
see dryland cotton that has not received significant rain since
May. Bolls are opening prematurely in these fields, and
producers are preparing to defoliate. Even though I always
look forward to seeing the first open bolls every year, I know
this is not a good sign. These bolls are obviously opening
prematurely; with locks containing 5 to 7 immature seed, lots
of neps and short fiber. The turnout from these bolls will be
low; with poor micronaire and strength ratings. As more
bolls open, they should be more mature than these first to
open, but this is certainly not a good start. We all know that
the first cotton to open is usually the worst, but cotton is just
not meant to start opening the first week of August. It’s tough
to be optimistic with this happening, but maybe the later
planted fields will be better. If they are, it may cause some to
think about waiting a little later to plant next year; but next
year the situation may be reversed.
Below are magnifications of fiber from a droughtstressed boll opening now and a mature boll from last year’s
crop. You can see that the drought boll on the left has an
“unfinished” appearance, having essentially collapsed like a
deflated balloon as it dried. The poorly developed fiber shows
a very visible central opening (lumen) where more layers of
cellulose should have been deposited. The mature fiber on the
right, from the 2005 crop, is smooth and well-filled. There
will likely be some quality problems with this immature
cotton; but for now all we can do is get ready to pick it.

Fiber from mature boll (2005 crop)

Corn:

The corn harvest started in Delta fields and other
drought-damaged areas of the state almost two weeks ago.
Some of the earliest planted corn has been cut in our area, but
the main part of the harvest will be starting within days. I will
be running all over the area trying to keep up with the harvest
of test plots. It will be interesting to see which varieties
perform best, but to me the varieties in our plots look very
similar. They should be, since all of them were the best
performers in the MAFES tests last year.
The main factors in determining corn yield this year
will be drought and heat tolerance. Those varieties that
perform best in the tests this year will be the ones to consider
first for planting in 2007. Since 2006 disease pressure has
been light, this should be considered as well by bringing
forward the disease ratings from previous years.
We’ve had some serious pollination problems again
this year. This is a big red flag when it comes to selecting a
corn hybrid. The problem seems to be that some fields failed
to produce tassels and silks at the right time. Breeders call this
missing the “nick”; but it’s really a “wreck” because it can
cause yield to go from potentially good to horrible. Corn that
looks good from the highway may produce less than the worst
burned up field you can think of. This is a corn farmer’s
nightmare. In the future we need to work on methods to
avoid this, the main way being to avoid varieties that are prone
to it. Another possibility may be to include low levels of a
slightly later variety as a backup pollinator. We’ll test that
idea later, but I have already seen accidental situations that
suggest this may work.
I’m sure I don’t have to tell any of you that we need
to get this crop harvested as soon as possible. In addition to
the commons sense behind this is the fact is that droughtstressed corn is more vulnerable to such problems as lodging,
grain damage from sprouting and fungal infection, feeding by
birds and other wildlife, and insects. Our old problem,
aflatoxin, is more likely to develop in drought-stressed fields
than in fields that have developed normally, especially if we
start getting more rain. Although we have experienced few
tropical storms so far, the time is right for this problem to
develop as well. We’ve had enough trouble growing this crop;
now we need to get it out of the field and in the bin.
Soybeans:
Of all our crops, soybeans are likely the most
difficult to read this year. A long list of variables, including
planting date, maturity group, variety, rotation program, field
history, soil fertility, and above all - rainfall, have brought
about the widest range of variation in field condition and
potential yield that I can recall. This year we will see yields
that run from terrible to excellent. Besides water, soil fertility
is likely the biggest factor in yield; those fields that had good
soil pH, adequate nutrient levels, and moderate or better

moisture are capable of good yields. Water forgives a lot of
mistakes and shortcuts, but without it all the worst-case
situations came together to produce poor yields. I am
concerned that some people who chose to grow soybeans this
year as a way of reducing cost may end the year in worse
condition than if they had planted cotton or even corn. I had
hoped the gamble would pay off for them, but I am concerned
today that it has not. A good increase in price, driven by the
drought, would help salvage part of the investment, but that
does not appear likely either.
Many of the soybean fields that failed to produce
good stalk size never achieved a good canopy this year, and as
a result late emerging weeds are now about to get in the way
of harvesting. In many cases, a harvest-prep application may
be needed. This is a separate subject, with variables
depending on weed mix, field condition, yield justification,
and more. If you have this problem, carefully choose the
materials to fit the weeds you have; call and I will try to get by
and look with you.
This has been the year of charcoal rot. This is about
the only soybean disease that has been common so far, but
most fields have it to some degree. In some cases, it has
affected almost every plant, while in others it is very scattered.
The main factor has been stress; the disease is almost always
present, but stress causes it to explode.
Soybean rust has been identified in Jefferson County,
near Alcorn State University on both soybeans in a sentinel
plot and on kudzu in a shaded area. However, the recent high
temperatures have kept it from being able to move from that
area. Should conditions shift toward cool and moist weather,
the disease could still show up in later maturing fields that are
still growing actively. If rains move through our area, we
need to start monitoring the few green fields that remain.
Where maturity is at or past R7, the chance of damage is
small.
In Conclusion:
As Thomas Paine said, “These are the times that try
men’s souls.” Not only the situation in agriculture, but also
the condition of our world, is enough to try all our souls, and
our minds too. A poor crop is always hard on farm people, but
especially now with so many other terrible things going on.
Somehow, a way will be provided for us; we just have to keep
our faith.
Sincerely,

Ernest H. Flint, Ph.D., CCA
Area Agent – Agronomic Crops

